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CHAIN BELT COMPANY 
AO YEARS OF INVENTION IN TAKING THE JOB TO 

THE MACHINE OR IN TAKING THE MACHINE TO THE JOB 

| ARS =.=" ee 

Assembly that ace, ane i ——— Ll 
(8 LS ee Bou. le E | een eer! ~~ 

Is Progressive gh eng a ey ee 

7 eee le oe me, 
in (cs) }9'eeG at , i 
mn up a i Seek Z Lr 

an VE _—__ 
bisa or een ea Sesame ae rama ares cm ig i mmol Ee ne 

There never was a year so sore and 
wet for any industry that some com- 

Progressive Assembly of earlier years pany in that industry did not make 
may become mossback tradition today. money. That was the company that 

In the mechanization of mass pro- had its costs in line. There never 
duction, skilled leaders have left whole was a better time to review old 

industries behind. conveyor lines—or to install progres- 
Progressive Assembly, today, must — sive assembly. 

mean more than assembly that moves The Chain Belt Company through 
at predetermined rates from place to branch offices located in 19 cities will 
place. It means movement at the proper place complete information before 
pace, in proper sequence, to proper engineers, operating officials or ex- 

stations, at proper costs, ecutives interested. 

CHAIN BELT COMPANY) 

REX DRIVE CHAIN - REX CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY 
1659 W. Bruce St., MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN © District Offices in 19 Cities
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Analogies Permitting the Application of Electrical 

Theory to the Solution of Vibratory 
Mechanical Problems 

By C. A. AnprEE, Ph. D. 

N its early stages, the development of electrical theory ments which may enter into a mechanical problem. They 

I was aided to a great extent by our knowledge of me- are a mass, a dissipative medium or resistance such as a 

chanics. We spoke rather loosely and somewhat inaccur- paddle moving in water or oil and a spring. The differen- 

: ately of analogies between a current of electricity and a tial equations for these three elements may be written as 

current of water, between electromotive force and mechan’ follows: 

| ical force, between inductance and mass, between electrical dv d?x 

resistance and friction (or mechanical resistance) and be- f=M ——-=M—— 

tween capacitance and the elasticity (or the compliance) de de? 

of a spring. These concepts aided greatly the development dx 

of electrical theory and are still useful in presenting the f=Rv=—R—— 

subject to the novice. de 

The development of electrical theory proceeded at so : d ! 

rapid a pace, however, that today the situation is largely tn iv Te 8“ 

reversed. Today to a very large extent we use the concepts . . 

of electricity to assist in understanding and solving those where f, a, v, ae a ‘anes omapecitaely the instantaneous 

problems in mechanics which are vibratory in character. values of the applied force, the acceleration, the velocity 

This is true primarily because the tools which are most and the displacement and where M is the a Ris the re 
useful in solving these problems were developed by electri- sistance which is assumed constant and c is the elasticity 

cal engineers in the electrical field. The electrical engineer or compliance of the spring. Tnithe clecttion tele we have 

bridging the gap between electricity and mechanics by means the analogous elements of inductance, resistance, and capaci- 

of the above mentioned analogies possessed a tremendous tance with the differential equations 

advantage in the field of mechanics both because of the di dq 

tools at his command and because of the skill he had ac- e=L——=L- a 

quired in the use of these tools. It is to be understood of , at dt 

course that this advantage is possessed only in that special dq 

branch of mechanics which is concerned with vibratory e=Ri=R— 

forces. It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the dt 

advantages possessed by the electrical engineer, nor to point 1 : 1 

out the reasons for his rapid advance, but rather to point e=——— J idt——-q 

out the means which enabled him to bridge the gap be- c Cc 

tween the two fields. where e, i, and q are respectively the instantaneous values 

To this end let us begin by considering first the three ele- of the applied electromotive force (e.m.f.), the current and
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the charge of electricity and where L is the inductance, Rin an electrical circuit the sum of all the e.m.f.’s in a par- 
is the resistance (assumed constant) and where C is the _ ticular direction along the wire must equal zero. 
capacitance. We note the similarity in the two sets of Let us now consider a simple mechanical problem Fig. differential equations and by inspection we state that the la, which contains the above three elements and determine following quantities are analogous since they occupy analo- the equivalent electrical circuit. C, M, and R represent a 
gous positions in the two sets of equations. spring, mass, and resistance respectively. A steady force, 

Onan =F, and a vibratory force, f, act upon the mass M. As a 
Analogous Quantities result of this force the spring suffers a steady deflection Xx, 

Mechanical System | f | v | x |M > R{[C and a vibratory deflection x. Since we are concerned only 
Electrical System fe|i;q/U]TR{IC with vibratory quantities the steady terms will be neglected 
tt Ee 

-_ Fe § 2 —— . z in the remaining discussion. It is apparent that M, R, and Now if x is positive in a given direction our equations im- : ; ‘ : oe ob : ae C are all subjected to the same vibratory displacement x. ply that an increase in displacement in that direction rep- : : . on . . ‘ . They may in fact all be considered as attached to a weight- resents a positive velocity and that an increase in velocity : . a < ; less bar B moving only laterally by translation. The force, represents a positive acceleration and that an applied force i ; : . vee ga a8 . . f, may also be thought of as acting on this bar. Then since is positive if it produces a positive acceleration, velocity or . : - ei : . the sum of all the forces acting on this bar must be zero displacement. Now it is well known that associated with ‘ . : : ‘ 3 3 3 : : : _ One may write the following differential equations, in which each applied force there is a reactive force, equal in magni- : se SB. dun ape . x is assumed to be positive downward. tude but opposite in direction. To designate the fact that 
the reactive forces are opposite in direction to the applied dx dx 1 
forces, the above mechanical equations should all be re- f—M—— —R ———-——x=0 
written with the negative sign if we let it be the reactive dt de c 
force instead of the applied force. A reactive force is The equation may be rewritten in terms of velocities as negative therefore if it is produced by a positive accelera- follows: 
tion, velocity, or displacement. dv 1 

Analogous statements may be made in specifying the f—M ae i vdt = 0 
signs in an electrical circuit except that “direction” in an 
electrical circuit refers to direction along a wire and in an This equation, which completely specifies the problem con- electrical circuit the term which is analogous to reactive tains but one velocity. Our equivalent electrical circuit will, force is counter e.m.f. Just as in the mechanical circuit therefore, contain but one current. The electrical circuit we know that the sum of all the forces in a given direction therefore can have no branches and must be a series cir- counting both applied and reactive, must equal zero so, also, cuit containing an alternating current generator, e, an in-
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ductance, L, a resistance, R, and a capacitance, C. Fig. 1b. Now all the forces at B must be zero and since they are 

To make the analogy complete a steady voltage, E,, may be reactive forces we may write 

introduced producing a steady charge Q, on the capacitance, * 

C. As stated before, these steady terms will be dropped i dix, o 
: : = , aay e PPI ——— x, — M——_—-R——-=0 

from the discussion. Cc dt? dt 

Now in an entirely analogous fashion wermey write that Similarly all the forces at A must be zero so that we 
the sum of the voltages around this circuit must be zero and may write 

arrive at the analogous equation, 1 

dq dq 1 f+ = X, = 0 

e—L——— R——— —q=0 

dt? dt Cc The reactive force lacks the customary negative sign in 

OF di 1 this equation because in this case the displacement result- 

e—L—__ —Ri— {ide 0 ing from x, is negative. The above three equations may 

| dt Cc of course be rewritten in terms of velocities as follows: 

This situation is familiarly known to electrical engineers as Vs = Vo + Vy 

the case of series resonance. 1 dv, 

Let us consider now a slightly different case where the ——— J v, dt -M———Rv,=0 

force is applied not at the lower end of the spring but at Cc dt 

the upper end as shown in Fig. 2a. In applying the force f, 1 

the upper end of the spring is moved with a displacement f+——fv, dt =0 

x,. The differential displacement between the two ends of Cc 

the spring is x,, The displacement x, of bar B is the sum To determine the electrical equivalent of this circuit we 

of these two displacements or observe that we have three displacements (or three veloci- 

x —%, +x ties) which requires that the equivalent electrical circuit 

ae ‘ have three currents. It must therefore be a branched or 

An increase in x, will move bar A downward. An increase parallel electrical circuit. We see that a capacitance must 

in x, will move bar B downward or bar A upward. An be common to the two electrical circuits and that one of the 

increase in x, will move bar B downward. If we take a branches must contain in addition an inductance and a re- 

downward direction as positive all the displacements will sistance while the other must contain in addition a driving 

: be positive except the displacement at A resulting from emf. Accordingly we draw the branched circuit Fig. 2b 
| an increase in x,. (Continued on page 88) 

er ae 
A ‘ oe 4, 
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Six Students Discuss 
The Question 

Is a Winning Football Team Necessary to the 
University of Wisconsin? 

In spite of the small amount of interest shown by be the same high caliber university it has always been. On 
Wisconsin students in the recent Cardinal poll upon the hi her hand. th hool authoriti Id be 1 matter of the dismissal of the football coach, athletics is the other hand, the school authorities woul constantly 
not a dead tradition at this university. In track and basket- annoyed and, shall we say, ‘“‘bad- 
ball, Wisconsin is a consistent winner; the baseball team (@) d” by th he infl ial 
last year won a Big Ten championship; intramural sports oF; gere y the press, the influentia 
attract large numbers of students; and such unorganized a Pea) alumni and the legislature. 
sports as bowling, canoeing, skiing, swimming, and _ skat- s . . 
ing have their host of participants. This symposium of s w The statement that college foot 
student opinion is offered with confidence that it will in- ey : ball of today is played for the pur- terest our readers and present ideas that will be new to y 5 : 
many of them. Just what do we mean by a winning team Ai A oN pose of developing character and 
and just what is the value of an athletic victory to a (aj sportsmanship on the part of the 
university? os Naa players, and fostering friendly rela- 

WISCONSIN NEEDS A WINNING FOOT- eR tions with other schools is greeted 
BALL TEAM ‘aie MN with a broad smile by most people. 

The real object of playing football seems to be to make 
Harotp F. SMITH . oy : 3 

C : he 1931 money, advertise the school, and provide a good show. 

: aptan of the : cam : | At Wisconsin football does make money, though perhaps 
The question at once arises as to just what is a winning not enough to satisfy everyone. We do not need to adver- 

team. What percentage of its games must be won in order tise, and we do not put on a good show. The University 

fi> So to be considered a winner. of Wisconsin is said to be “one of the few really great in- 
Ao) AY Among people _who know stitutions of learning in the United States”. In all of our 

A ‘ sports, a winning football activities, classroom, research and extra-curricular, and in 
a team should be victorious in the quality of graduates, we prove this statement to be true. 

Mn 4 Ww about seventy-five per cent With one exception our football teams of the last eight 
ale r “Ae > of its games, or ten years have not been truly representative of Wiscon- 

WAL a By winning games’ ia, col gin. It is true that these teams have shown defensive 
as lege team puts its school strength and the ability to fight against odds, but they have 

prominently out in front. Alumni take pride in pointing pot had that spark, color, dash, or “cocky” attitude that 

to their school as a winner. Alumni have a right to be  ghould represent Wisconsin on the football field. 

proud of their school, and, because of the fact that the Wisconsin needs a couple of winning football teams, not 
football team is so conspicuous in university life, shouldn’t just to quiet the knockers but to show Wisconsin supporters 

it be one of which an alumnus could be proud? that this school can produce winners in any activity it un- 
A good football team arouses student interest. Students,  gertakes, 

too, are proud of a good team. Their interest should be en 

rewarded with victory instead of apologies and alibis for INTRAMURAL SPORTS NEED NOT BE 
victory. 

Finally, when the matter is all drawn down to cold, hard EXPENSIVE 
: : - By JoHN A. STRAND 

facts, Wisconsin needs a winning football team to pay the Monager of the’ Weconsn Hage 
athletic debt. Football pays the way for all other sports, ae SEP OF ERE WW ReOnsE : emmees 
and supports the intramural program. There is a large As athletics in general, and football in particular, have 
bonded indebtedness on the field house. Empty seats in been the subject of much discussion the last few weeks it 
the stadium will raise no money to support the program. 6 might be appropriate fo; try: to de- 
Money must be made on. football games, a winning team (es a a] termine the relation of the football 
will do the titék, Jan team to the University. Just how 

Y Wal important is it that we have a win- 
VY ning team? 

WISCONSIN CAN PRODUCE WINNERS IN VE DISTURE It h . . 
- t has been said that a winning 

ANY ACTIVITY a team is one of the best means of ad- 
| By Francis D. McGuirRE vertising our school throughout the country. That this 

Senior Civil advertising will result in more students and greater prestige 
If Wisconsin were to abolish intercollegiate football to- is not certain. So far as our experience and thought allow 

day, there is no doubt that the school would continue to us to state, it would seem that the real students, the ones
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coming to school and not to college, are attracted more by camaraderie arising from teamplay. This original, worth- 

the academical advantages, the opportunity to enter into while spirit has steadily languished in a hectic endeavor to 

worthwhile activities and the cultural development offered produce winning teams by fair means or foul. We have 

by a school than by the prowess of its football team. Some come to feel that a university is a failure unless it produces 

schools that are admittedly the best in the country have winning teams. 

weak teams or no teams at all. We believe that the function of the football coach is not 

At the present time the football receipts carry the finan- simply to turn out a winner but to teach his charges team- 

cial burden of all other intercollegiate sports except basket- play and the spirit of the game. No man should be allowed 

: ball, which barely supports itself. The receipts from foot- 1 play on the varsity eleven until he has acquired the true 

ball this fall were $72,000 below estimates, and this drop spirit of football. Such idealism is scoffed at today. Never- 

in revenue has necessitated a severe cut in all other inter- theless, it is the attempt to live up to high ideals which 

| collegiate sport programs. It is granted that a winning carries us higher up the ladder of civilization. 

team is necessary before large profits can be obtained from If our coach instills the true spirit of football in his charges 

the football schedule. The point of debate is “Is an exten Can we ask more? If we are believers in the virtue of loy- 

sive major and minor sports program desirable?” The old alty, we must believe in “Wisconsin — win or lose — Wis- 

conception of an amateur sport was that the physical exer- consin”. 

cise, the co-ordination and sportsmanship senses developed TT 

were sufficient remuneration for the effort expended. This WISCONSIN RESENTS MEDIOCRITY IN 

feeling has changed till we now find athletics a career for ANY LINE 

a few university students, with scholarship of secondary im- By Harry C. Dever 

portance. The emphasis in intercollegiate competition is Member of Cross Country Team 

placed upon winning, not on the game itself. The physical Why such a clamor of protest from students and alumni 

exertion required in most varsity sports does not allow suffi- of Wisconsin when she suffers a poor season in football? 

cient remaining energy for academic purposes. It does not oe .. Are they poor losers? The 

seem to us that intensive athletics, of the kind demanded in 2 answer is, yes, and the rea- 

intercollegiate competition, can justify a large expenditure ary @ «(son is two-fold. 

of money. If this be true the funds derived from a foot- | = First, those who have 

ball team are not needed, and from a financial standpoint a Be w 7. affliated themselves with 

winning team is unnecessary. (— 2 Wisconsin have, with few 

We think that physical exercise of some sort is absolutely wd DP exceptions, done so because 

necessary for the best development of the student; a vicar- Se they believed that Wiscon- 

ious appreciation of athletics does the student no good. If sin was the best and finest University that they could at- 

varsity sports are discredited, what means of gaining this tend. They are proud of the school and proud to be known 

exercise remain? There has been developed even now on 8 Part of it. It is nationally renowned for its beauty, for 

this campus a satisfactory system of athletics that is open the high-caliber of its graduates, for being a splendid insti- 

to all. The intramural program has grown steadily, and has tution of learning, and, over the length of its life, its athletic 

the advantage of providing a means of exercise, the benefits records are as enviable as those of any other school. The 

of which may be enjoyed by the mass of the students, some- Badger State and University is noted for progressiveness; 

thing never possible in varsity sports. The games are played our motto is “Forward” and we like to feel that, “If it can 

for the joy of playing; they do not demand excessive physi- be done, Wisconsin can do it!” This is why a losing foot- 

: cal exertion and long practice. The cost is negligible, and ball team hurts. It evidences inferiority and the pride of 

is borne by the teams entering competition. Thus, the de- those connected with our school do not want to see such a 

mand for athletic competition is satisfied at no great ex- condition prevail. 

pense; there is no need to draw upon football receipts for The second reason, unlike the first, is in no way senti- 

funds, and the last reason for the creation of a winning mental. It is largely based upon dollars and cents and cold 

team is overcome. We hope the time will soon come when facts. / 
the emphasis upon the winning football team is removed. Wisconsin’s athletic program, including intercollegiate ac- 

a tivities and an extensive intra-mural sports program, is al- 

ARE WISCONSIN’S FUTURE GREAT MEN a Ga aes ry the receipts of football games 
which seem to be the only contests that interest the public 

ATTRACTED BY FOOTBALL VICTORIES? or the students. Poor teams result in lowered gate receipts 

By: EARL. W. WHEELER which means a curtailment of all of the university's sports, 
Senior Civil with a possible exception of basketball, which is more or less 

Must Wisconsin have the publicity that winning teams self-supporting. 

will bring? Must we advertise to bring students here? While the University is primarily engaged in increasing 
Was it winning teams that brought men the intellectual capacities and mental development of those 
like Van Hise, Birge, Babcock, and a host who come here, it realizes that a healthy body is an asset to 

of other successful men to Wisconsin? a healthy mind. A super-mind in a weak body is like a 
The real spirit of football is a love of high-powered, finely tuned engine in a light chassis that 

. = the game —the joy of competition — the (Continued on page 88)
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. . . . . Engineering Education in Russia 
By R. C. Disque, e’08 

Academic Dean and Professor of Electrical Engineering, Drexel Institute 

Treat education in Russia naturally bears the cal schools, which correspond to the higher years of our 
stamp of detailed planning and complete subordina- technical colleges. At the end of the course in the higher 

tion to the aims of the Soviet Union. Like the gigantic five schools, another selection is made of those destined to be- 
year-plan itself the Russian system of education represents come teachers and research engineers by being trained further 
an attempt to solve a complicated problem by the formula’ in the two-year pedagogical institutes. These institutes con- 
tion of plans, both general and specific; by strict adherence stitute the capstone of the entire structure of technical 
to those plans; by close centralization of authority; and by schools, corresponding in a general way to our graduate 
unquestioning obedience on the part of the entire popula- schools. The graduates are normally about twenty-three 
tion. The whole scheme of education must as yet be con- years old. 
sidered an experiment to determine whether a large body of Lest this system be too rigid and exclusive, there is a 
people will order their lives over a long period of time in collateral road to higher education in the form of the so- 
accordance with pre-conceived plans and specifications, all called Workers’ Faculties, for the benefit of those who for 
for the sake of economic welfare. one reason or another are unable to be cared for in the reg- 

It will be the purpose of this article to set forth the main ular sequence already described. These are high-pressure 
features of the present Russian plan of technical education, schools which may be entered at or above sixteen years of 
as described by Professor Serge P. Tambovtzev in an admir- age. The curriculum comprises three years of intensive 
able report prepared for the Society for the Promotion of study in preparation for the higher technical schools; during 
Engineering Education and presented at the last convention this period the students, being adults, are presumed to be 
of the society. able to prepare themselves in much less than the normal 

The Russian School System time. 
Engineers and technologists of all levels are to be trained There is also a collateral system of schools for the educa- 

in Russia according to what we call the cooperative plan. tion of peasant youth between the ages of twelve and twenty 
Unlike our cooperative plans, the Russian plan places the who may not have had access to the normal sequence of 
responsibility of training engineers on the industries them- studies. Unlike the Workers’ Faculties, these schools are 
selves. Since the industries are owned and controlled by not related to any definite specialty. 
the state, they must function as parts of the administrative Control 
machinery of the state, and be intimately geared to that Such a detailed plan requires elaborate administrative 

machinery. Their duties comprise both production and ed- machinery and great centralization of control. First and ucation in equal measure, and they are responsible for re- last, engineering education is only a part—a very impor: 
sults in both fields. tant part —of the great all-Russian plan, which is admin- 

Specialization may be said to begin normally at eight — jstered by the State Planning Commission, the famous Gos- 
years of age, after four years of attendance at pre-school plan. This commission operating as the executive arm of 
establishments like kindergartens. At this age the children the Soviet of People’s Commissars bears the whole respon- 
of industrial centers enter the so-called factory seven-year sibility for shaping and guiding the ambitious program of schools. In these schools the pupils are definitely directed Soviet Russia. Its powers are enormous and far reaching, 
toward work in the industries; and they supplement their subject always to the authority of its legislative master, the 
work by actual contact with the factories and industrial Soviet of People’s Commissars. It is divided into two great 
plants. At fifteen the graduates of the seven-year schools parts, one to administer the affairs of the U. S. S. R. itself, 
enter either the three-year technicums to be trained ul- the other for the autonomous republics. We shall trace the 
timately as engineers and technologists, or the three-year line of authority through the former only, since the latter 
factory plant schools to be trained as skilled manual workers. is an exact counterpart of it. 
The curricula of the technicums correspond roughly to those Immediately under the State Planning Commission fall 
of our senior high schools and underclasses in college. Part the committees known as the People’s Commissariats, a 
of the technicum graduates qualify as technologists of me- dozen or so in number. These might be compared to the 
dium qualifications and part go on into the higher technical cabinet portfolios of our government. They comprise trans- 
schools after an apprenticeship in industry. At the end of portation, agriculture, finance, foreign affairs, trade, in- 
the technicum course, the students are about eighteen years terior, economy, education, and so on. The industries, 

| of age. Those selected to become engineers and specialists holding responsibility for both production and_ technical 
of superior intellectual attainment enter the higher techni- education, fall under the People’s Commissariat of Economy. 

*This paper appeared in the McGraw-Hill Book Notes published They. dhelude the msusil Sroups such as chemical, electrical, recently, power, automotive, coal, textiles, oil, and aeronautics. Co-
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ordinate with the industrial groups under the Commissariat missars. These supreme bodies are political in the sense 
of Economy are two technical commissions to advise and that their membership is based on representation of all the 
guide the industries in matters pertaining to research and interests of the state, at least all those considered important 
education, namely, the Board of Research Institutes and the to the aims of the state. The membership of these supreme 
Supreme Committtee of Engineering education. The Com- bodies must necessarily be chosen for loyalty to the political 
missariat of Economy has as one of its executive arms the purposes of the state and for administrative rather than 
so-called Sector of Cadres, which, as the name indicates, special abilities. To insure intelligent control over techni 
prepares organization schemes, allots funds, and coordinates cal and scientific affairs, a very powerful executive body 
the whole field included under that Commissariat. known as the State Scientific Council, the well known G U S, 

: 5 ‘ is organized under the People’s Commissariat of Education. Each industry is charged with the double duty of produc- te an B : ; a - ve This council is made up of representatives from a great vari- ing its quota of commodities and of maintaining a complete oe : : ba 
ety of bodies, including the various commissariats, the State set of standard schools all the way from the seven-year |). -_ 5 tp ee Planning Commission, the trade unions, the army, the navy, schools to the pedagogical institutes. In fact the tendency 3 : ek 
engineering societies, and many others from both the U. S. has been to supplement the regular sequence by an elabor- : 

: S. R. and the federated autonomous republics. 
ate system of part-time factory schools to perfect the educa- oe : ‘ ‘ 3 The powers of the State Scientific Council are enormous. tional equipment of all persons in the plants. The plants i 

: . It lays out general plans of education in the state as a whole thus tend to become great centers of education. Their work : : F : . . . . and in all fields; fixes curricula at all levels; determines pro- in the educational field is coordinated and guided by the : ; 5.5 : 2 . : ; . grams for practical and theoretical training; directs all forms Supreme Committee of Engineering Education. ce swas 
of research; fixes student quotas; sets qualifications of en- 

The higher technical schools, the technicums, the three- trance and promotion; approves the appointment of profes 
year factory schools, and even the seven-year factory plant sors; and selects text and reference books. Its word is law 
schools operate exclusively on the cooperative plan, but with in its field subject only to the higher political authorities. 
many points of difference from the American cooperative : 

plan. First of all, the students in the medium and higher Conclusion 
schools are without exception acquainted with the tools and One’s estimate of the Russian plan depends, of course, 
machinery of production, all having come through the fac’ on his social philosophy. To one like the writer, schooled 
tory schools or Workmen’s Faculties. In fact many are in the Anglo-Saxon tradition, such centralization of author- 
highly skilled workers. Alternation proceeds throughout the ity as that plan contemplates is very unattractive. To as- 
course in periods depending upon the student’s progress and sume that the individual is made for the state is to reverse 
upon local conditions. In general the periods tend to what seems to us to be the proper relation. That the aims 
lengthen toward the end of the course. The practical and and purposes of the central authority are for the moment 
theoretical work are very intimately connected, both being applied to the promotion of the welfare of the individual 
carried on in the plants themselves. Under the Russian sys- does not convince us, for then arises the question of human 
tem, the plants must devote their resources and energy wisdom. Can any body of men or women, however chosen, 
equally to production and education. They cannot be re- be expected to possess enough wisdom to exercise such vast 
lieved of any part of their educational responsibilities ex- powers with even a fair chance of succeeding in any ob- 
cept by satisfactory proof of their inability to carry them. jective however clearly conceived? History does not seem 

The obligations of the student are equally definite and ° give an afirmative answer to this question, even in mili- 
binding. His studies and his progress are not his private ‘Y enterprises, where success might be most confidently 
affair; they are his assigned duty in the campaign-to achieve expected. ‘ally di ful lisaiion 

the aims of the Soviet State. His ambitions must be tuned We are os oie ly ‘ nad of She wzation an; matters 
to that spirit; what competition exists between students must Pertaining fe € ee and’ research, ‘or our experience 
be based on service to the state and distinctly not on private S°¢ms to o} “i mue cvigence of me value oe variegated 

fortune. Education is entirely free, as is also subsistence; ree A eee a system like ours tends to become 
both are provided by the state which fixes and controls ® ‘@>0ratory in which experiments may be freely tried; 
then when mistakes are made they affect a relatively small area, 

. . . and when success is achieved, the results become available 
One of the important purposes of the Russian high com- tg all. This may seem very haphazard to some people, but 

mand is to wipe out every possible social distinction between the fact remains that it has brought our educational sys- 

manual and intellectual work. This is presumably be be bat tem to a high state of effectiveness. The cooperative plan 
complished through control of wages, the theory being that itself now so confidently embraced by Soviet Russia, is an 
social distinctions are based principally on wages, and by outstanding fruit of the American process; but its most ar- 

controlling wages, the state can control both. This is not gent champion would not dream of imposing it upon all. 
the least interesting phase of the great experiment. So far as research is concerned the case against centraliza- 

The plan as here outlined places final authority in the tion is still stronger. Perhaps the epoch-making advances 
hands of political bodies, as it must be in every political in science and technology might have been made under the 
state. At the head of the whole system stands the Confer guidance of some supreme commission; but this is hard to 

ence of the Soviets, operating through a Central Executive believe. The list of such advances is a very long one, but 
Committee, and under this the Soviet of People’s Com- (Continued on page 87)
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NNN IT 

Al u Not | 

Burgess Honored for Work 

in Science 

Charles Frederick Burgess, Wiscon- throughout the world. He applied the In 1928 he became associated with 
sin “95, president of the Burgess Bat- principle of over-voltage to dry cell the late Professor Samuel W. Parr and 

tery Company and the Burgess Labor- construction when the price of zinc reorganized the Standard Calorimeter 
atories, received the Perkin Medal of Company into the Burgess-Parr Com- 

the American section of the Society pany to make scientific instruments of 

cf Chemists in Industry in New York % which. the Parr calorimeter is the bese 

on January 8 for outstanding work in = AN known. 

| the field of clectro-chemistry. The a == 
i 

: * 

medal has been awarded annually since Pa r.. Dr. Burgess has to his credit many 

| 1906. ra 4 and varied scientific accomplishments 

Dr. Burgess has been unusually suc- Cy a of which only a few can be mentioned 

cessful in three fields of activity, as a Baa & here. One of the first was the devel- 

teacher, scientist, and business man. ao P opment of an electro-chemical method 

Following his graduation from the | for removing excess brazing metal from 

course in electrical engineering in 1895, r ‘ bicycle frames. The method was so 

he was appointed instructor at Wis- : simple and effective that it soon dis- 

consin. He was made professor of ‘ a placed the old filing and grinding pro- 

applied electro-chemistry in 1905 and a i cess. He perfected a fused salt alumi- 

professor of chemical engineering in S oa oe num electrolytic rectifier that worked 

1909. He organized the department ‘4 : We ™ beautifully. His outstanding technical 

of chemical engineering at Wisconsin. . : _ 3 contributions were probably in the de- 

During this period he was active in | age @ ’ x bog 4 velopment of a process for making 

research and consulting practice and |@ > Ve a electrolytic tron. and alloys from such 

was a liberal contributor to the modest | »? é. eo af iron. His studies furnished the basis 

pages of the Wisconsin Engineer. 1 a t—S for the commercial production of elec- 

His success in applying his knowl trolytic iron in the United States and 

edge of chemistry and engineering to CHARLES ENepEsicK: Buxcrss his method became well known as the 

the problems of industry attracted the mounted rapidly during the war and Burgess process. His studies in the 

attention of business men to such an threatened the infant company. He corrosion of iron in concrete were con- 

extent that in 1910 he organized an also substituted terne and tin plate for sidered so valuable a contribution that 

industrial research laboratory of his the zinc bottoms in dry cells at a con- in 1911 the Western Society of En- 

own under the name of Northern siderable saving in cost. His many gineers awarded him the Octave Chan- 

Chemical Engineering Laboratories. developments in this field resulted in ute Medal. 

This later became the C. F. Burgess such an accumulation of data that the In 1907, Professor Burgess was a . 

Laboratories. By 1913 the demands United States government sent its ember of the international Jury of 

of business were so great that he ree chemists and engineers to his plants tO Awards at the St. Louis Exposition. 

=e from the faculty of the uni- acquire this Eo ee pss In 1908 he was made president of the 

versity. came n y aa ; : 

The development of the dry battery of cells and batteries during the World American: Electtochemical, ‘Society. 

was the first big project of his labora’ War. The company has grown until Charles F. Burgess was born at Osh- 

tory. He took personal part in the ex- it now has three plants in the United kosh on January 5, 1873, son of Fred- 

perimentation that resulted in over States, one in Canada, and one in erick and Anna Heckman Burgess. 

fifty patents and the material improve- England. _ Its products have been an He was married on June 25, 1893, at 

ment of the dry cell. The Burgess essential part of the epuipment for Milwaukee to Ida M. Jackson. He 

Battery Company was organized in Commander Byrd’s exploring parties spends much of his time in his Florida 

1917 and quickly became known and have been flown over both poles. laboratory.
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CIVILS Ray, Otto, min’20, is the western representative of the 

Anderson, Arthur J., c’28, is instrumentman for the C. M. Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
St. P. & P. Railroad with headquarters at La Crosse. He _ joe 
visited the college on January 6 and, among other items of ELECTRICALS 
interest, told about a scheme he worked out for relining Adam, Louis G., e'23, is with the American Telephone and 

spiral curves ahead of a rail gang. After some experimenta- Telegraph Company in New York City. 

tion, he devised a routine that was rapid, accurate, and re- Kurtz, Edwin B., e’17, former staff member of the “En- 

quired only one assistant and a stakeman. gineer” and now professor of electrical engineering at the 
Bartleson, Glenn S., ¢’25, visited Madison on December 3. University of Iowa, is the author of a bulletin on “Oklahoma 

| He is with Pearse, Greeley & Hanson, hydraulic and sani-  Wind-Electric Power”, which has been published by the Ok- 
tary engineers of Chicago and is living at 1730 Juneway Jlahoma A. & M. College. He prepared the material while 

| Terrace, Chicago. For three years, from November, 1928, he was head of the department at the Oklahoma institution. 
| to September, 1931, he was stationed at Peoria for the com- Rodenbaeck, G. A., e’05, address: 707 Fifth Avenue, Salt 

pany and engaged in the construction of a sewer and a Lake City, Utah. 

treatment plant said to be the largest activated-sludge plant Schrage, Charles T., e’21, doing personnel work with the 

in Illinois outside of Chicago. His wife is Vera Harrison, American Telephone and Telegraph Company in New York 

L.S.’24, of Milwaukee. They have a daughter, Shirley City, has recently moved to 10 Boulevard, Glen Rock, New 
Joanne, born June 30, 1929. Jersey. 

Homewood, Robert T., c’27, former editor of “The Wis- Wagley, Oswald O., e’05, is superintendent of power sales 

consin Engineer” and formerly in- with the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company. 

mo structor in hydraulics at the univer- Address: 2416 E. Edgewood Avenue, Milwaukee. 
C2) Nl sity here, was married on December Zia, Yussuf, e’24, is technical director of municipal affairs 

>." 28 to Miss Catherine O’Malley of at Istanboul (Constantinople). He was recently reported in 

Ff oo Madison. They will be at home at press dispatches as opposing the replacement of the famous 

nr" 1106 West Franklin Street, Richmond, pontoon bridge between Galata and Istanboul with a sus- 

tim — TY Virginia. pension bridge. He argues that the suspension bridge would 

Howson, Elmer T., c’06, western ed- be more costly and less accessible than the pontoon bridge. 

itor of “Railway Age” and editor of “Railway Engineering ee 

_ Sa eee = Ce See ee MECHANICALS 

aintenance Encyclopedia”, has been elected vice-presiden . 5 ; i eo 5 
and director of the Simmons Boardman Publishing Company, dhe cue r =o m ms with is wie and ot ne 
New York, publishers of engineering trade magazines. He e early part of September visiting re abives An BN LeZ0. 
has been associated with Railway Age since 1912. Bruce, Robert H., m’22, who was construction engineer for 

Macaraeg, Juan, c’ll, writes: “As president of the South- the Crowl Building Company, has returned to Madison. Ad- 

ern Islands Society of Engineers and Architects of Cebu, dress: 611 South Few Street, Madison, Wisconsin. 

Cebu, Philippine Islands, I am acting as chief editor of the Dorner, Fred H., m’05, was elected one of the vice-presi- 

organ of the society. The name of the paper is the ‘Journal ep dents of the American Society of Mechani- 
of S. I. S. E. A’.” ae cal Engineers for 1932. 

Merkin, Abraham L., c’10, is assistant engineer with the ’ wh Mollerus, Frederick J., m’24, announces 

board of transportation of the city of New York in the @./~ the arrival on November 16 of a seven and 

bureau of design. At the present time he is engaged in SP et} one-half pound baby boy, Frederick J., Jr. 

the design of the proposed Sixth Avenue subway. ee Address: Antofagasta, Chile. 

Peterson, Eugene J., c’31, late in the summer shipped as \ 4 Hy Schulz, Thos. Norberg, m’22, writes from 
seaman on the S. S. Steel Age of the Isthmian S. S. Co., 50 Oslo, Norway: “I left the Pelton Water 
Trinity Place, New York City. He expected to be in San | Wheel Co. about three years ago to spend 
Diego on New Year’s Day. Pete had had experience as a a couple of years with the F. A. B. Mfg. 
seaman previous to this trip. (ra Co. in Oakland, California, designing oil 

Salter, G. D., M.S.’24, is with the Sanitary District of Chi- engines. Last summer I was called to this 
ae : country to start with the Akers Mek. Verksted, a shipbuild- 

cago. Address: 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago. ’ . i 
. | . a ing and diesel engine concern. They had just completed a 

Tschudy, Lionel C., c’23, is field engineer with Emery Peck large machine shop and were going through quite an exten- 

& Rockwood Development Company. At present he is at the sive reorganization and modernizing program. I spent the 
Hamilton Dam on the Colorado River of Texas. Address: fyot year as assistant shop superintendent and a short time 
Box 14, Llano, Texas. ago got my appointment as manager of the production de- 

Weaver, Warren, ¢’17, professor of mathematics at the partment, which is an entirely new department. 

University of Wisconsin, has announced that he will resign “Practically all the work here is done on a piecework basis, 
at the end of the present school year and join the staff of ang until now it has been left entirely to the individual 
the Rockefeller Foundation. foreman to set the prices; now this is going to be handled 

Zufelt, Jerome C., ¢’26, is water works superintendent at entirely by my department, as well as the controlling and 

Sheboygan. He supervised the construction of the plant, routing of the work. We are at present employing about 
which was completed within the year, and was selected to 1100 men.” Address: Vestgrensen 7, Ullevald Havebu, Oslo, 
supervise its operation. Norway. 

ana Simpson, William D., m’31, is in the engineering depart- 

MINERS ment of the Buffalo Forge Company of Buffalo, New York. 

Azcon, Ernesto, min’24, is mine engineer with the Esmer- He appears to be enjoying his work and has survived the 
alda Unit of Cia Minera de Penoles at Esmeralda, Coahuila, personnel cuts which have been effected since his start. 

Mexico. Sladky, A. C., m’11, resigned as assistant general mana- 

Jourdan, Ralph, min’21, is assistant manager of the Utah ger of manufacturing with the National Enameling and 

division of the American Smelting and Refining Company Stamping Company, and is now factory manager for the 
in Salt Lake City. Perfex Corporation in Milwaukee.
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PROM CHAIRMEN TAKE NOTICE Lieut. and Mrs. Mead, and Mr. and FRANK P. WOY, JR., PINCH-HITS 

A good orchestra, plenty of room Mrs. McNaul were chaperons. Nu- FOR DAD 
for dancing, punch, free checking ser- | merous other faculty members attended When Professor Frank P. Woy was 
vice -— and all for (1) dollar. “Not — the affair. taken ill on December 8, it was thought 

on this campus,” resounds a multitude ——- that the students in engineering ad- 
of voices. Yet Polygon seems to have FRANK MATTHIAS EDITS ministration would have to forego the 

accomplished this feat, conducted a “TRANSIT” lecture for that day. Prof. Woy’s son, 
dance with the previously-mentioned Frank T. Matthias, instructor in Frank P. Woy, Jr., came to the rescue, 
qualities, and did not come out in the topographical engineering, will most  bowever, and conducted the classes for 
red. For proof, ask anyone who at- likely find his experience as editor of the day while his father recuperated at 
tended the All-Engineer’s Dance on the Wisconsin Engineer helpful in his home. 

December 11. new job as editor of the Chi Epsilon . ppREENT pie 

The lobby of the new mechanical Transit. The Transit is the official EE * enaEn, PICTURE: OF he | eee oa ie L FARADAY 
engineering building provided the room publication of Chi Epsilon, national ich: ' : 
for dancing, one of Thompson’s or- honorary civil engineering fraternity. Michael Faraday’s achievements are 

chestras supplied the music, and Poly- Frank, you will remember, was the So numerous that three students ‘were 
gon, it seems, supplied the punch and very capable editor of the Wisconsin Tequired to give the. story of shis ‘life: 
the free checking service. The floor Engineer two years ago, and is now atithe combined meeting of the:student 

: the faculty advisor of the magazine. branch, and the Madison branch of 

NOTHING SEEMS TO TAU BETA PI INITIATES 

6& roo BIG FOR The number thirteen apparently was 
(Q— ENGINEERS! not unlucky for that many engineers Dy. gif As “ 

OK By oh who recently were initiated into Tau aN . 2 we 

é fi 3! oa Beta Pi, the honorary engineering fra- “f) Op - % . 

if! m, BS 4 ternity. The following men were ini- wr Lod 2 
Ci A DP tiated: Elbert R. Rice, m’32; Otto R. NY ene yy Y- 

(Ru b Herrman, c’32; Robert H. Paddock, AY . 
Naa 0°32; Herbert F. Hoffman, c’32; Henry ¢ i € 

f iy ve M. Haase, m’32; Clark V. Bullen, e°32; { or . 
i} “ Bernard Ensman, e'33; Wesley R. QOS . 

‘WA \\ Winch, e’32; Kenneth J. Rhodes, e’32; a 
AW i vw Elwood H. Addison, e°32; Mitchell L. 
NITRA " Dack, e'32; and Royal H. Wood, m’33. \ 
K i | The initiation banquet took place on 

i LN] ea December 17, at which time the much- ty 

Orr Mbbey coveted keys were presented. The 

Wisconsin chapter of Tau Beta Pi was the American Institute of Electrical 

was dangerous to life and limb at first, ae 2 us wee re a Engineers. K. J. Affanasiev, e°32, pre- 

but the wax finally wore off sufficiently h ve and ence an SCHO ‘als IP» Dur sented a paper on the electrical re- 
to permit safe dancing. As an added © rae an rerametben ta a ed. searches of Faraday. Paul E. Patter- 

attraction, a cigarette lighter and a consideration when members are electec. son, e°32, presented a paper having the 
vanity case were given to the man and — title “Faraday’s Chemical Researches”. 

girl (respectively) who succeeded in |’ ROFESSOR SHOREY TELLS OF Mitchell L. Dack, e32, told of “Far- 

identifying the most of the numerous FIRST CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM ady’s Private Life”. 

bewhiskered pioneers of science whose At the annual banquet of the cross- A framed picture of the father of 
pictures appeared about the lobby. All country team on December 1, two of the dynamo was presented by the stu- 

that was necessary to fill a lull in the the first Wisconsin harriers, Prof. E. dent group to the electrical engineering 
conversation was to escort the one A. Shorey, and C. S. Dean, told how department of the university at this 

and-only to the steam and gas lab, or the first team was organized in 1905, meeting. 
the museum and explain the intricacies | Dr. Elsom acted as toastmaster and in- —— 
of the parts displayed there. And all troduced the two veterans. Prof. SHOREY AND EASTWOOD WRITE 
the while, an airplane was suspended Shorey is now a member of the mining BULLETIN 
precariously over the heads of the engineering department of the uni- Methods of increasing the recovery 
.dancers. versity. of zinc from Wisconsin ores from 75
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per cent to 85 per cent and upward MECHANICALS HEAR OF RUSSIAN ©32, also has completed his last foot- are described in a bulletin on the Flota- CONDITIONS ball season with the varsity. George tion of Southwestern Wisconsin Zinc A feature of the meeting of the Thurner, ©€33, John Schneller, e733, Ores prepared by Edwin R. Shorey, American Society of Mechanical En- Bob Schiller, c'34, and Richard Ha- 
associate professor of mining and met- — gineers on January 14 was a talk by worth, e°33, are the outstanding engi- allurgy, and La Verne W. Eastwood, Mr. Elwood Reising on conditions in neers who will be veterans on next 
research fellow in mining and metall- Soviet Russia. His talk was illustrated year's squad. 
urgy, both of this university. The bul- with slides. ee 
letin is issued as No. 73 of the Wis- ——- OWEN RUNS FOR RE-ELECTION 
consin Engineering Experiment Sta- FOOTBALL “Coming into the council two years tion. The football team finished sixth in ago, Professor Owen has proved to be 

—— the Big Ten conference this year, the one of the most effective members of 
BENNETT SHOWS FACULTY NEW order being as follows: that body,” says the Daily Cardinal 

WELDING METHOD Ist—Northwestern, Michigan, and about the professor of topographical 
Prof. Edward Bennett demonstrated Purdue, 4th—Ohio State, 5th—Minne- engineering with regard to his inten- his new method of heating the edges Sota, 6th—Wisconsin, 7th—Indiana, tion to run for re-election to the posi- 

of plates and tubes for welding pur- 8th—Chicago, 9th—Iowa, and 10th— tion of alderman of the city of Madi- poses to his colleagues on the faculty Illinois. Wisconsin defeated Bradley, son. Professor Owen has a new plan 
at a meeting of the Research Confer North Dakota, Purdue, Chicago, and for the division of the city of Madi- 
ence in the Mining Laboratory on the Illinois, tied Auburn, and lost to Penn’ son into twenty instead of ten wards, evening of December 14. Actual Sylvania, Minnesota, Ohio State, and as it is at present. 
welding was not possible with the Michigan. a 
available epuipment, but the heating As usual, the general cry to fire the RICHARD SHERIDAN HYLAND, effects were successfully shown. Fol coach was raised —this season with 8 LBS. 
lowing the demonstration, Dean H. L, tather more success than usual, since “Born kicking for dear old Purdue,” 
Russell, director of the Wisconsin @ general investigation into the athletic said Professor Pat Hyland of his new 
Alumni Research Foundation, de- situation was begun by the athletic son, “just as school let out on Tues- scribed the efforts of that organization council. The results of this investiga- day, January 12, at 3:30 p.m.” Prof. 
to commercialize the results of faculty tion so far have been the resignation Hyland claims the little fellow arrived 
research. Ten or a dozen ideas are 0f Coach Glenn Thistlewaite, and that wearing a basketball uniform of Pur- now in various stages of development. of Athletic Director Little. No new due, Pat's alma mater. The name is 
Professor Bennett's heating method coach has been appointed as yet. Richard Sheridan Hyland, the weight 
was mentioned as outstanding in its Hal Smith, ¢’32, leaves his post as eight pounds. Congratulations, pro- 
apparent promise. The meeting was captain this year. Kenneth Kruger, — fessor! 
in charge of Prof. F. M. Dawson, 

chairman of the research committee. 

TURNEAURE AND MEAD ARE ‘oe oes 
Y. M. C. A. TRUSTEES la SSE 5 OS 

Dean F. E. Turneaure, of the college fa, : REPORT: (ge So 
of engineering, was recently reelected > Q» y's 6, *) Poe 
trustee of the Madison Y. M. C. A. q] . o? o° \ vo 
at a meeting of the nominating com- pat lo S ° 
mittee on December 1. D. W. Mead, a | sas) V al oe | = 
professor of hydraulics and_ sanitary a a pom’, — les 00 Mhahoe 
engineering, is also a trustee of the Se ey, Sarit 
city “Y”. > a> SO I H 

CIVILS SEE MOVIES OF HOOVER Me |e” -~1¥e Lom 
DAM -= Vie O fall \ 

Professor Warren J. Mead, well } J Bel GY Ao UG. e \ 
known to civils for his engineering a= CE RES Op. SE Il Pr 
geology lectures, thrilled them at their Cas ( an if CP 
meeting on December 9 with a talk ALLS KK (| ——/ Sue <x ‘ 4) 3 ’ AER \ ey e==/ S ee <L7 and moving pictures of Hoover Dam. AST ae pars 8 Ep ae PRow Ls 
He described how models of the pro- (SAL Se C= LEMS 
posed dam were tested at Fort Collins. Br. | Eker OB Ks = 
Another reel of film showed how gold La i I OF 2 Sin, ri oS 
vein is systematically hunted by engi- ee wm RA a SS 
neers and geologists in Alaska. About F ee S| 7 
ninety civil engineers heard the lec- LS Mbobery 
ture, which was sponsored by the 

A. 8. C.E. Quick, Henry, the Flit!
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Edit tal | 
SE NAAT 

OUR OWN In spite of the recent flurry in the press which would afford funds for the alleviation of conditions 

YEAR BOOK — concerning Badger page rates and various brought on by the depression. 

kindred matters, the Badger management is The situation would appear rather paradoxical. Solemn 

adamant and declines to listen to the request that such rates legislators argue the prospects of getting more money for 

be brought within reach of the contributing societies. They relief of the needy at the same time that a municipality sees 

prefer to maintain the price where it has been set by former fit to spend a considerable sum for a system of traffic con- 

managements, and let the public take it or leave it. trol which had to be abandoned during the rush of Christ- 

A college year book, to serve its full purpose, should in- mas traffic to avoid hopeless congestion. 

clude a complete historical register of the activities, societies, a 

and events to which the college has devoted its time during ELECTIVES The fall semester has almost gone its way to 

the year. If the management sees fit to maintain the price ie: sents wad muesle trom abe ‘Bact 

of space in its publication at a prohibitive level, the organ- ith final . ipa ss SEEDING x : b 

izations of comparatively weak financial status find it im- swith ifnals.. Rably: registration “with ts Sc COM pe IRE Eloy 
, : lems of what to take and how to get it into the schedule 

possible to foot the bill and are forced to forego representa- al ith th ired credits has left ndering just 

tion. When such is the case, the purpose of the annual is along wach the require re ms nasa MS wih ene ye 
defeated and the book loses value: what we finally did decide to elect, and whether that was 

what we really wanted anyhow. 
The engineering organizations have found the situation During our four years at college, we spend three years 

at Wisconsin to be a little beyond their financial capabilities, struggling with loaded schedules of required credits. In 

and have dropped out of the Badger little by little until our fast year we are given comparative freedom, and have 

this year there will probably be no sign of the “engine access to ten or twelve elective credits with which we must 
works” when the Badger is released to its subscribers. try to get a smattering of the many courses about which we 

If successive managements of the year book see fit to let have heard and whose subject matter has intrigued our 

the situation go unaltered, and to pay no attention to the fancies. 

desires of those for whom the book is ostensibly published, It seems a shame that we must choose between so many 

it is not out of the question that we publish our own engi- opportunities, and let so many of the courses of which we 

neering college annual. Such a book can, if its publishers would like to have some knowledge remain unsatisfied de- 

so desire, be put out at a cost which the organizations can sires. Our college life offers unique opportunities for edu- 

meet without excessive financial burden. Properly handled, cation, and in the present system we must pass up most of 

a publication of this type could be produced on an income the chances in order that we may finish our course, get our 

derived from subscription and advertising, allowing all the degree, and start chasing our million with the least possible 

organizations to have free representation. Are we going to expended time. There would appear to be a basis to the 

be forced by financial limitations to publish our own college argument that technical schools are rushing things when 

annual and to surrender the Badger to those interests who they turn us out after four years. It may be that a five or 

now seem to consider it untouchable? Is Wisconsin drift: six-year course would be of sufficient added value to war- 

ing away from unification to the extent of being split into rant the extra time which it would take from our short 

separate and independent colleges? existence. 

RELIEF The installation of an intricate system of THE ENEMY In a recent issue of one of the popular 

MEASURES? automatic trafic control signals has been magazines appeared a full-page illustration 

recently completed in Madison at reported with the caption “The Enemy’. The illustration portrayed 

costs ranging from $10,000 to $20,000. The signals are in’ a group of men, thrown out of work by the more efficient 

triguing affairs offering relief to the bored motorist who machine, watching the progress of a building excavation in 

finds ordinary driving tame and uninteresting. The man which power shovels and trucks were being used. 

who can predict the behavior of the light is rare, and the The propaganda which decries mechanized construction 

common people hurtle along the street when they see a methods as unfair to the common laborer and disrupting to 

green light, and then pause, baffled and panting, as the  gocial harmony should find little favor with the engineers. 
color changes from green to amber and then to combinations Machines are coming into use because they make it possible 

| of red and white. to lower unit costs. If a contractor were to follow the ad- 

| At the same time that the traffic system was being evolved vice of the propagandists he should, in effect, replace all his 

and put into operation, the legislature in the Capitol was machines with men, give the men a minimum of equipment, 

wrangling and scrapping over proposed measures of relief and let them go at the work bare-handed. Such a procedure
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would make for the employment of more men on any one 
job, but at the same time it would raise unit costs to a point 
where the present construction programs would be out of 
the question. é J 6 M he 

There is plenty of work that should be done, — highways 
over the entire country are in need of improvement; build- FOR PRECI $ ION 
ings are being planned and constructed; river and harbor 
programs are being put into effect. If real relief is desired 
for the working men, let the work be done at as low unit 
cost as possible, and let more units of work be done. In this machine age, 

Such a program would at the same time give men employ- industry must depend 
ment, and result in an increased number of improvements. on metals for certain iT ii 
Why should we look backward for our means of relief? unvarying character- aati 

a istics. The Bausch & Le i 
ENGINEERING EDUCATION IN RUSSIA Lomb Binocular Mi- (pg 

a (Continued from page 81) croscope for metallur- af ‘ 
those that come at once to mind all represent individual, gical analysis provides ll 1, W 
not corporate, and surely not political, enterprise. From the America s industria a ~~ 
ancients down through the centuries, through Faraday, Max- chemists with aniauxs Ee 
well, Hertz, Pasteur, Lister, Loewenhoeck, and Fleming to iliary analytical instru- ae : 
Planck, Einstein, and Bohr, the story is quite the same. ment. vs Ke : : : oo ten 5 iB Those familiar with the history of their science would not 
lightly trust research to the mercies of any political group 

i: sf ‘i SHencl Gi in the face of this experience. GOSS 
The Russian experiment in engineering education stands (hea falls with al ak M f us think we k bh: <=} BAUSCH &LOMB or falls with general plan. Many of us think we know what \HEE 7 OPTICAL COMPANY 

the outcome will be; whatever may be its chances of suc- \oee ROM GHG. NENT Mora 
cess it is an experiment well worth watching. 

| eee 7 a re TAOS ee : | 

oN Nl | oe | INAL LESTING... bay SN Ss 8 | ON LOK UN ge : | ° ° ° ° | PRIN Ne 6 ™tStSsésinndéiccattes a wide margin of safety 
| so ee a foe . 7 After assembly every Jenkins valve is sub- iF A bg ear cg i : jected to severe factory tests which show i | t oi ae oe 2 that the valve will bring to the job a wide 
| Spf \ | NN ae : L margin of safety and strength . . . Jenkins 
| thn, Ped | ri |. | tests are the logical climax to a manufac- <a be DS: Na : p turing routine which at every step, is 

aw ie Le Se , characterized by exacting fidelity toJenkins 
: iA ae Mee pean pleas ae 7. high standards of craftsmanship. Jenkins 
L jj ma Ne bee bad to ah 2 UT are made in types and patterns suitable 
ig KD A c bi qi Pron) oo | for practically every service. 

q ¢ ge cae Ao a Bee ‘ | Send for a booklet descriptive of Jenkins Boevraseriy i i) oS Valves for any type of building. Jenkins 
i ‘= Sa ae x wT Nats | Bros., 80 White Street, New York; 524 | ee ees pay a pert a pe a Atlantic Ave., Boston; 133 No. 7th St. | ae eS aes 2 lw oe ee Philadelphia; 646 Washington Boulevard, 

o 7 ee ja 7 iv" | Chicago; 1121 No. San Jacinto, Houston; 
| a. : E aod \ me | es | AE is ae is Jenkins Bros. Ltd., Montreal; London. 

aaa J en ki Ns 
BRONZE IRON STEEL 

Testing a Jenkins Iron Body Gate Value | 
under hydrostatic pressure before shipment | VA LVES. 

Srom the Jenkins factory. fe ‘ Since 1864 . _
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ELECTRICAL THEORY APPLIED TO MECHANI- IS A WINNING FOOTBALL TEAM NECESSARY! 

CAL PROBLEMS (Continued from page 79) 

(Continued from page 77) cannot withstand the vibration of its own motor. This is 

which satisfies these requirements. To arrive at the same why a “Sports for All” program has been instituted here 

convention so far as sign is concerned the arrows represent- and in universities elsewhere. Until other provisions for 

ing the currents must be so drawn that i, + i, =i, where, supporting these activities can be obtained at Wisconsin, 

of course, the velocity, v,, of the mass and resistance, is football gate receipts must be kept as great as possible. On 

analogous to the current, i,, through the inductance and this basis, the most effective tool is a winning football team. 

resistance, and where the velocity, v., of the force f, is TT 

analogous to the current, i,, through the generator e, and SCHOLARS NEED THE THRILL OF 

where the velocity, v., of spring C is analogous to the cur- ATHLETICS 

rent, i,, through the capacitance C. This circuit is com- By Perry R. FERGUSON 

monly known to electrical engineers as the case of parallel Cadet 2nd Lieutenant, R. O. T. C. 

resonance. The differential equations which specify this A winning football team is a necessity to the University 

circuit are given below. of Wisconsin. By a winning team I mean one that wins 

: the majority of its major conflicts and 

d= os 14 Ceo) never gives up fighting even though 

1 d?q, dq, NX hopelessly beaten. 

—q,—M — R= 0 There is a certain romance in go- 

c dt? dt Reet 4ing to a school such as Wisconsin 

1 =— UX JG when it has a winning football team. 

e+——q.=0 . * Students come here to one of the 

Cc finest of universities to get an education, but coupled with 

or in terms of currents, — the knowledge-getting process there should be a_ school 

4 ‘ ; spirit, something that would hold the student body to- 
i, =i, +1, - 5 : 

gether. This is best created by winning teams in the major 

1 . dis . branches of intercollegiate sports, especially a good football 

6 § i,dt MBO tea. 

Since time immemorial man has received delight and 

1 . pleasure from watching athletic events between men who 

eer Cc ip dt = 0 are masters to their art. All of us like to see a good scrap 

and we get a lot of pleasure in seeing two good teams fight 

So far this paper has aimed to show only the method it out on the gridiron, especially if our team is winning. 

of deriving an equivalent electrical circuit for a given me- Even though a person may receive the best mental and phy- 

chanical problem. The methods of attack in solving such a sical training that a large university can offer, it does not 

circuit which are available to the electrical engineer have take the place or the pleasure of seeing a master athlete at 

not been discussed. They are well known to electrical en- work. 

gineers. For the mechanical engineer who is interested in In condeming a football team, we are sometimes prone to 

the solution of such problems it appears to the writer far overlook the pleasure, spirit, and color that it installs into 

more convenient to carry these methods of attack over into otherwise drab college days. 

the field of mechanics and there develop them rather than There is also a financial gain brought about by the crowds 

to ask the mechanical engineer to follow this development that a winning football team draws. An income from this 

in a ficld in which he is not familiar. It is hoped that this source, if handled properly, will go far in providing athletic 

may be done in a later paper. instruction and intramural sports for the student body. 
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A sudden cold snap might seriously inter- is normally maintained by repeaters or ampli- 

fere with long distance telephone service were _ fiers, installed at regular intervals. So the 

it not for the studies made by Bell System engineers devised a regulator—operated by 

engineers. weather conditions—which automatically con- 

They found that temperature variations trols these repeaters, keeping current always 
within 24 hours may make aten-thousandfold _at exactly the right strength for proper voice 
difference in the amount of electrical energy —_ transmission. 

transmitted over a New York-Chicago cable This example is typical of the interesting 

circuit! On such long circuits initial energy problems that go to make up telephone work. 

fim (&) 
A NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES
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ae |" search for a material with the characteristics 

ay of both an insulator and a conductor, General 

mee Electric engineers developed Thyrite. 

oe Thyrite, from the Greek word for “gate,” is a 

cue new ceramic compound, 50 per cent stronger 

oS ; than granite. Its outstanding characteristic of 

ie : changing automatically from an insulator to an 

oe excellent conductor requires only an increase 

a in applied voltage. Passage of current through 

it conforms to a definite law. Its performance, 

| — exactly the same with direct or alternating volt- 
wes . . . 

i age, slow or fast impulse, is unchanging. 

Le The performance of lightning arresters using 

i Thyrite can be predicted accurately for any 

a operating condition. y 
ce 
Ve a 
oe The development of Thyrite was accomplished 
oe . . . - 
one by college-trained General Electric engineers & 
oy “fi. 
i -a typical achievement in one of the countless oa a ane 

| fields for electrical activity. Preliminary experi- Tt! 
Ae ae = Fa) 

ea ence in the Testing Department, where younger a ae 

men are in training, is a valuable preparation ~ a (5 aa 

ae for responsible positions and future success. A rea a Cd 
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